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ON THE BIFURCATION OF SUBHARMONIC ORBITS
FOR GENERAL MAPS AT STRONG RESONANCES

Yong In Kim

1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with the generalization of the results given 

by Kim and Lee ([12]) for a typical one-parameter family of area
preserving maps,so called Henon maps,to a general one-parameter fam
ily of maps at strong resonances.

The analysis for the bifurcation of the n-cycles at strong resonances 
(i.e., n = 3,4) in this general case starts with imposing the assumptions 
that the complex conjugate eigenvalues of the linear part of a map lie 
on the unit circle in the complex plane and move along the unit circle 
as the parameter varies through zero.

To investigate the occurrence of subharmonic orbits from the origin 
for a general one-parameter family of maps, the theory of normal forms 
and the method of Liapunov-Schmidt reduction are also used here,but 
treated only briefly in Section 2 by referring the interested readers to 
the previous work ([12]) for more details.

The actual analysis and calculation in Section 3 and 4 employed 
to reveal the bifurcation pattern of the n-cycles (n = 3,4) in this 
general case yi시d many notable results,which,of course,should cover 
the previous results ([12]) obtained for a typical Heno교 map.

2. Preliminaries
Consider a general one-parameter family of maps on R2

(2.1) 耳广 R2 — R2

where G C°° and 产 is a real parameter. We may assume that 
耳JO) = 0 for any /z € R.
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Let Px-Fm(0) = R2x2 and A(/z) , A(/z) be eigenvalues of 4“ for 
卩，sufficiently small and let Ao = A(0) , Ao = A(0) be eigenvalues of Ao.

We assume that

(2.2) I人(《)| = 1, 、异 ±1

(2.3) 无 arg^(/z)lzi=o > 0-

Notice that the condition (2.3) implies that the eigenvalues of the linear 
part of move along the unit circle as “ varies through 0 .

Since F G C°°, we can write

(2.4) 人(卩)=入 o(l + Ai/z + O(|“|2)).

From (2.2) and (2.3), we can write

爲=27「/a(a > 0),
사 = exp(27rz0o) (缶 / 0,1/2 (mod 1))

= 人泪2”아，+。(|心

By letting z ~ + ix2,we can rewrite the given real map (2.1) in the
following complex form

(2.7) z1 = •&(z) = A(/z> + £ RM z, z\
l>2

where
乏)=cpq(n)zpz9, I > 2.

Now, we put (2.7) in a normal form by successive applications of a 
//-dependent change of variables of the following form

(2.8) z = w + w, w) = w), I > 2,

(2.5) 

and

(2.6)
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where
饱(0,U，,£0)= £ yPqWpwq, I > 2, 

p+g=I
with a smtable choice of the coefficients 了”(少 According to the theory 
of normal forms for maps ([4,6,7,8]), we can transform the given map
(2.7) to the normal forms given in Kim and Lee ([12]) (Refer to Lemma 
1 in [12]).

Now, following the method used in Kim ([1 이), we can reduce the 
study of the occurrence of n-cycles into that of finding zeros of an alge
braic function (so called bifurcation function) as stated in the following 
Lemma (For the proof, refer to the Lemma 2 in Kim ([12])).

LEMMA 1. Assume that Aq = l(n > 3) and let x = (xx, - • - ,xn) 6 
Cn be a n-cy시e of the map F、given in normal form. Let S be a 
right-shift operator (xi,・・・,xn_1?xn) t(£幻 * ■ , , £]) wd =
(耳, , ,,耳J:%)). Let y = P= (yi, * • , , y-n) € C ? where euch 
column of P consists of eigenvectors of S. Define a map Cn x R —> 
cn by = PJrfl(P~1y') - Ay, where A = diag(l,爲,…,Aq-1). 
Let L = D 舟(0)0) and write y = ynvn + w, where & = ((，••• , 0,1) € 
Ker L and w E Im L. Let E : Cn —> Im L be a projection. Let
Z = n^n- . .

Then finding the n-cycle (t1? ••- , xn) of F卩 is equivalent to solving 
the following equation in C:

(2.9) Aoz = F^z) = 시0)z + R(% Zj z).

Moreover, if we write

]n-1
(210) X!= <如(2)= z + - ^2 //),

n j=i

wh&e w* = (wj1, • ■ •,双_1) satisfies the equation

E垂+ W*(?/n,^))三 0

then the other n-periodic points X2, •■- ,xn are given by

(2.11) x3 = 如(셔侦 = 2, … ,n).
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3. Bifurcation analysis of 3-cycles
(i) The case n = 3 and c02(0) / 0.

In this case,為=e27r,/3 and 孩(z) has the normal form

(3.1) 球⑵ = A(/X)Z + C02(/X)22 +히 3)

where A(/z) = A0(l + /zAi +。(”卩))with 爲=2iria (a > 0). Then
(2.9) becomes

(3.2) “서 z + AocO2(0)z2 +。(|必|히 + 出 II 기 2 + 团3) = 0.

Letting z = re2irt^ and separating the trivial solution r = 0,we have

(3.3) 아l + 爲a)2(0)尸厂+ g(卩r, ©) = 0, 

where r, ©) = 0(|/x|2 + |//|r + r2) 히id g(“, r,^ + 1/3) = g(% r, ©). 
Set

f a •炯・(5)，

(3.4) +右，

”° = 一嘉4严“ + £严顷(0) (mod 1/3).

Substituting (3.4) in (3.3) and simplifying, we have

1 -厂"，如(1 +n) +g2(〃，ri,S) = 0, 

where

92（产，質1,01） = （2开立矽）Tg（«,27「a|
C02(0)

1(1 + ri)0)+ ©1)=。(诉I).

Let
M饱E 虹)=1 一 厂们”奶(1 + n) +g2(〃,ri,©i).

By the implicit function theorem, we have

ri = n(^),ri(0) = 0, = ^i(/z),<^i(0) = 0.
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Consequently, we have from (3.4),

r = 2m • • (1 +。(|“|)) = 2同一^I +。(濟)，

« G 知(0) 知(0)
(p•刃 I】 1

4 =―衣一R- arg 卩 + 厂 arg Co2(0) + 0(|〃|) (mod 1/3) 3b O7T O7T

and the coordinates of the 3-periodic points for the area-preserving 
map 耳Jz) in normal form are given, from (2.10), (2.11) and (3.5), by

= 如(z) 드 z(0) + O(\n\\z\ + I히2)

= 心)e2끼的) +。(出|2) = 2同_為 倍2吋。+。(|川2),

(3.6) 顷(0)
©2 =姊(扇Z),

⑦3 = (爲Z、).

Note that as 卩，varies from /z < 0 to // > 0,arg(“)changes by tt, and 
hence the orientation of the 3-cy시e is reversed as 产 crosses 0.

To examine the stability of the 3-cycle for the map

F』z) = A(/Z)Z + C02(“)^ +。(|끼 3),

we consider the map

F；(z) = (1 + 3^A1 + O(|”|2))z + 3 爲 q)2(0) 乏 2 +。(出 IL히 2 + L히 3).

Then, we can easily see that the eigenvalues of the Jacobian a(F*(z)) 
瑋(z))/。(礼 乏) a호e real and hyperbolic and hence the 3-cy시e is hyper
bolic (saddle) on both sides of 产=0.

Thus, we have the following conclusion :

THEOREM 1. Let : C ——> C be the general map given in (2.7) 
and assume that the conditions (2.2) and (2.3) hold and that Aq = 
1 (Ao / ±1) and c02 寸二 0 and 耳丄(z) is put into the normal form (3.1).

Then a one-paramet er family of 3~ cycles {(亿山时貝顷少⑦ 3(〃))| 卩 G 

R} undergoes transcritical bifurcation from the origin and they are 
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hyperbolic (saddle) on both sides of // = 0 and reverses the orientation 
as fi crosses 0. The 3-periodic points are given by (3.6)

(ii) The case n = 3 and Co2(O) = 0.

In this case, we can remove the second order term because the co- 
eflicient 的2(〃) of the transformation 2 = w + 曲)，吗 初)=

£卩+^>2 7pg(卩)s호汤Q becomes regular for 卩，near 0. Hence,after the 
change of variables, F卩 takes the form

(3.7) 与心) = A(/i)z + a(/z)z2f + 阶)2产 + 了(“)2万합 +。(|기，

where the coefficients 三 a(O),^o = /?(0) and 70 三 7(0) can be 
calculated from the original coefficients of 耳Jz), e.g.,

Qo = c2i(0) ++ ■書^■一^-cn(0)c2o(0).
1 — Ao 入0(丄—入0丿

Here we assume that aoj^o,7o 寸二 0. From (2.9), we have

(3.8) fiXxz + Aoao^2^ + 爲 80/ + 爲为2方 3
+。(|必|히 + |/이聞3 + 以||히4 + |히5)= 0.

Setting z = re2?ri^ and separating the trivial solution r = 0, we have

(3.9) 2 混아c + A0a0r2 + 爲如、5 + 糸 为尸 細―

+。(由이 2 + I이質2 + g| 尸3 + r4) = 0.

Set

(3-10) 卩=“or" + /妇厂3, © =加 + 们，

where 阳卩心如 and 俱 are to be determined. Substituting (3.10) into
(3.9) , we have

(3.11) (27rza/zo + Ao«o)r2
+ (2混时1 + 爲(&殴W + 争挥一"力)「3 *。(「4)= 0
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First, choose 卩心 so that 2?rza/zo + Ao«o = 0・ Then

(3-12)
伽 = J 띄， if argQo = f (mod 2tt)
网 l 긜씌, if argao = 끙 (mod 2tt).

Thus, note that if arg«o 尹 ?r/6 (mod tt), the호e does not exist any 
3-cycles bifurcating from the origin. Hence, from now on, we assume 
that

(3.13) arg «o = 찌6 (mod %).

With this choice of (3.11) becomes

(3.14) + 的厂软财)+ 2 混 q加 +。侦)=o.

In order to choose 如 so that &)/'泌。+ yQe~Q^° = 0, we must have 
国=l?o| and

(3.15) 加 = 何-히蓍(-牙) (mod 1/6).
LZtt Po

If 1001 尹 |7o|, the호e is no 3-cycle bifurcating from the origin. So, here, 
we also assume that

(3-16) |^oI = |?o| 丰 0-

Note that 加 in (3.15) has two values

41

哄(-끄) + 1/6 (mod 1/3).
1Z7T Pq

Now from (3.14), we let

h，(jw\ ©) = A0(/30e67ri^ + 为厂％泌)+ 27rza/zi + O(r).

Then by the implicit function theorem, we know that

Mi =冲)(r) =。(「), <b = =时 + 0(r) (j = 1,2).

2)
(
o

©

3
而—히茗(—끄)(口我 1/3),
1Z7F PO *
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Thus, we have a pair of 3-cycles z =尸事冗成乃⑴(j = 1?2) on one side 
of “ = 0,where r is regarded as a paxameter which is related to // as

必⑴=伽尸2 + (9(r4),

(3.18)
谖哄(—斜+ °⑺(mod 1/3)， 

Mor2 - O(r4),

©⑵=建二 arg(-票)+ 1/6 + O(r) (mod 1/3).
LZtt Pq

Note that if arg q()= tt/6 (mod 2tt), we have a supercritical bifurcation 
and if axgao = 7%/6 (mod 2?r), subcritical bifurcation.

Tb study the stability of the pair of 3-cycles for the map

孩(?) = 시2)Z + a。)/万 + 创0)2乂 + 7(〃)Z 乏3 + 0(kF),

we consider the map

(3.19)
Fj(z) = (1 + 6ma^)z + 3Aoaoz2z + 3 爲尙/ + 3 爲 方

+。(|“|2|키 + |〃||히3 + 同|히4 + |끼5).

Then we can easily check that one of the two 3-cycles on one side must 
be hyperbolic (saddle).

Therefore, we can state the following theorem.
THEOREM 2, Let : C ——> C be the general map given in (2.7) 

and assume that the conditions (2.2) and (2.3) hold and that 咼= 

l(Ao '丰 ±1), co2(0) = 0 and F*z) is put into a normal form (3.7).
Then, unless either arg a0 = f (mod ?r) or |&)| = |&| (/ 0), there 

is no bifurcation of 3-cycles from the origin.
If both conditions hold,then a pair of one-parameter family of 3- 

cycles {(⑦이舛:见：") I r E = 1,2} undergoes a supercritical 
(if arg a0 = 賈 (mod 2%) ) or subcritical (if arga0 = 끙 (mod 2k) ) 
bifurcation from the origin and the parameter r is related to ft as in 
(3.18). Moreover^ on either side of 卩，= 0 one of two families of 3-cy시es 
is hyperbolic (saddle).
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4・ Bifurcation analysis of 4-cycies
Let Ao = 决꺼/4 = 幻 The normzd form of 耳序) is

(4.1) 与心) = 시+ a(/z)z2f + 0(卩)乏 3 + 0(| 히 5).

where a(0)三 «o and 0(0) = can be computed from the coefficients 
of the original equation (See Kim ([12])) and we assume that(如伉 寸二 0. 
From (2.9), we have

(4.2) fiXiz + X0a0z2z + 爲/爲乏3 + 只卩,乏)=0,

where g(i(/z, z, z) =。(出卩|히 + |冲히3 + 聞5). Setting z = re&W and 
separating the trivial solution r = 0, we have

(4.3) 2ka〃 一 a0r2 一 角戸厂服"+ 卧,饥=0,

where g(〃, r,们=。(|冲 + |^|r2 + r4).
To look for the principal part, put

(4.4) n = /z0r2 + (iir2, <$ =机 +

where 伽危“So and 桓 are to be determined. Substituting (4.4) in 
(4.3) and dividing by r2, we have

(4.5) (27f(z/zo — o® - 伉厂엉+ 2Tva/j,\ + /i(/x, r, </)) = 0,

where h(卩"*))=。侦勺 (缶厂,© + 1/4)=方(％「&). Choose 阳奴、
so that

(4.6) &아如 — «o ~ 伉厂膈伸o — 0.

Then we must have

\27rap,Q — a0| = |/?o |5
(4.7) 1 (27ra/z0 - «o\ (.,...

儿=一魂一瓦—)(mod 1/4).

Let be two solutions of |2?r이期 一 a0| = |&)" Then we have

(4-8) 滞)，⑵=_L 侮a° 士 /腐|2 _ |面⑶卩)}.
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Note that, since 卩，& is real, we must have

(4.9) I Im a0| < |&)|.

That is, if jlm «o| > there does not exist any 4-cycles bifurcating 
from the origin. Assume that (4.9) is satisfied. Once 卩心 is determined 
from (4.8), then we know from (4.7) that 机 has also two values

(4.10) 时 = -^-arg ('從아% _ 司 项 = 1,2. (mod 1/4).

From (4.5), let

, r, 0) = (2%•아心 - a0 - &)厂膈'") + &a阴 + /i(饱 r, 世).

Note that in order to apply implicit function theorem, we must have 
the strictly in equality sign in (4.9), i.e.,

(4.11) |Im a0| < |/?o|-

Then under the assumption (4.11), by the implicit function theorem, 
we know that

“1=内(尸)， © = 4(質)， 糸1(0) = 0, ©(0) = 0)

since r, <f)) is an even function of r from the property in (4.5). We 
also know that /i(r), </>(r) are even functions of r. Thus, we have

。(質4)(丿=i,2)
(4.12)

©(J)(r) = + O(r2)

where “状'⑵，⑵ are given in (4.8) and (4.10). From (4.8), we 
know that

(1o

Hence we know that if \aG\ > 麻|, then 户狄-/)> q and the so 
to families of 4-cycles bifurcate on the same side of u = 0. And if
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(4.13)

k시 < |/3o|? then 产" • "g" < 0 and so they bifurcate on the opposite 
sides of // = 0 (i.e., transcritical bifurcation). If then
j為')= 0”曽 = 我 Re供 0 and hence we know that

“⑴(質)=O(r4),

小 2)( 厂) = 広2)厂조 + 0(/)

To study the stability of the 4-cycles for the map
F"z) = 시/)z + a(fi)z2z + j3( 们尹 + O(| 기 5) 

where a(0)三。饥0(0)三 &)axe given by Kim ([12]), we consider the 
map

= [1 + &&甲 +。(|丿니2)]z - 4za()z조乏 - 4泌0宓 + O(|/zj|z|3 + 切卩).

If(7i,<T2 are the eigenvalues of the linear part of at one of the 
4 fixed points of one family, then we can easily see that if |«o| < |^o|, 
then (72 are real hyperbolic and if |ao| > |佝|, then one of the 
families is hyperbolic. Hence we have the following conclusion :

THEOREM 3. Let F件:C ——> C be the general map given in (2.7) 
and assume that the conditions (2.2) and (2.3) hold and that 人* = 

1(人o 尹 ±1) and 孩(2)is put into the normal form (4.1), where 尹 0, 
&} + 0.

Then if \Im a0| > |0o|, ^here is no bifurcation of 4-cycles from the 
origin. If |Jm aQ\ < then we have two one-parameter families of 
4-cycles j r € R+, j = 1,2} bifurcat
ing from the origin and those 4-cycles are given by — x^(r)= 
谯2收那)+호&丄) + 0(厂3),(/ __ |?2, A: = 1,2,3,4) where the parameter r 
is related to p as in (4.4), (4.8) and (4.10).

Moreover, if |。缶| > |角|, then the two families bifurcates on the 
same sides of " = 0 and one of the families is hyperbolic (saddle) and 
if |ao| < \0Q\,the two families bifurcate on the opposite side of « = 0 
and both are hyperbolic.
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